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ELLIPTIC CURVES AND

Zp-EXTENSIONS

Karl Rubin

*

Introduction

elliptic curve defined over a number field F, with complex
multiplication by the ring of integers (9 of an imaginary quadratic field
K. For simplicity we will assume K c F. Fix a rational prime p &#x3E; 2 such
that E has good reduction at all primes of F above p, and let S F( Epoo),
the extension of F generated by the coordinates of all p-power torsion
points of E. The theory of complex multiplication shows that the natural
Let E be

an

=

map

an (infinite) abelian extension of F and
where à is a finite group. In this paper we will
study arithmetic invariants of E, namely the Mordell-Weil group and
Tate-Safarevic group of E over subfields of à containing F.
This study, which uses techniques of Iwasawa theory, divides naturally
into two cases according as p splits in K into two distinct primes or not.
The case where p splits, which will not be discussed at all here, has been
studied extensively since the initial work of Coates and Wiles [5] and a
very satisfiactory theory has been developed. For a general reference see

has finite cokernel,

so à is

Gal(F/F) ~ 0394 Z2p

[4].
In the present paper we will consider only the other case, where p
remains prime or ramifies in K. The reader who is familiar with the split
case will notice that although the method of attack starts off the same,
the present case is more difficult and in many instances the conclusions
are quite different. See §6 for some examples. The results of the first
three sections are contained in the author’s Ph.D. thesis [14] and more
detailed proofs can be found there.

NOTATION: If L/M is a Galois extension of fields G(L/M) will denote
the corresponding Galois group, M the algebraic closure of M and
GM G(M/M). If A is an abelian group and 1 a prime, we write Aln for
the subgroup of l n-torsion points in A and Ai~ U,,A,,,. If A is also a
G(L/M) module then AG(L/M) will denote the submodule of elements
fixed by G(L/M).
=

=

*
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as in the introduction, and we further
that pO be a prime ideal of (9 (the case where p ramifies can be
treated in exactly the same way). We begin by recalling some definitions.
Let M be an algebraic extension of F. For any n &#x3E; 0 we have an exact

§1. Let E, F, m, K, and p be

require

sequence

which

gives rise

to a

Gm-cohomology exact

where we write H1(E/M) for H1(GM,
and taking direct limits we obtain

Let
over

sequence

E(M)). Letting n

go to

infinity

III( M ) denote the p-primary part of the Tate-Safarevic group

M, defined

where the

sum

group S(M)
sequence

to

of E

be the kernel of the map

is taken

all

primes q of M. Also define the p-Selmer
subgroup of H1(GM, Ep~) which makes the

over

to be the

obtained by restricting
We similarly define
the kernel of the map

(2), exact.
a generalized Tate-Safarevic

and the

Selmer group

corresponding

group

IH’(M)

S’( M ) c H1(GM, Ep~)

so

to be

that

is exact.

REMARK: If M = U~i=1 Li with
Galois cohomology to show

and

similarly for I1I’( M )

and

L1 ~ L2 ~

S’( M ).

...

then it is

an

exercise in
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general we have III(M) c ill’(M), S(M) c S’(M) and
in’(M)/III(M) S’(M)/S(M). Although we are primarily interested in
S’(M) we deal with S’( M ) because it is easier to compute (see Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 below). In §§2 and 4 we study the difference between S
In

=

and S’.

Recall = F(E~). Let YQ denotP the maximal abelian p-extension of
F unramified outside primes above p, and set X = G(M/F). Analogues
of the following two propositions are proved in [4] (Theorems 9 and 12)
for the case where p splits in K. The
sketch them below.

proofs in our case are

the

same

and

we

PROPOSITION 1.1:

S’(F)~Hom(X, Ep~).

PROOF: We have

Clearly any homomorphism from Gg to Epoo must factor through the
Galois group of the maximal abelian p-extension of F. Since E has good
reduction everywhere over F ([5] Theorem 2) it follows from Lemma 4.1
of [3] that the elements of S’(F) are precisely those homomorphisms
which are unramified outside primes above p. This proves the proposition.
PROPOSITION 1.2 :

Suppose

S’(M) ~ Hom( X,
with

finite kernel
isomorphism.

F cM~

F. Then

there is

a

natural map

Epoo)G(gjM)

and cokernel.

PROOF: The Hochschild-Serre

If MIF
spectral

is

infinite

sequence

then this map is

[9] gives

an

an

exact se-

quence

It is clear that the restriction
one can show that

using Lemma 4.1
in

3IM(Ep).

of

map Q

maps

S’( M ) into S’(F). Conversely

[3] and the fact that only primes above p

can

ramify
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Thus

(6) induces

Now to prove the

an

exact sequence

proposition it

is

to show

enough

By (1), Hl(G(F/M), Ep~) ~ Hi(U, Kp/Op) where U ~ 1 + pp and U
Kp/Op by multiplication. If M/F is infinite then U is cyclic and
one computes easily H’(U,
Kpl(flp) 0. Otherwise we can write U V X
W with V and W cyclic, and use the inflation-restriction sequence
acts on

=

to

=

complete the proof.

§2. THEOREM 2.1: Suppose Moo
Then

III(M~) = III’(M~)

and

The main ingredients in the
the following lemma.

is an infinite extension of F contained in F.
S(M~) = S’(M~).

proof of this theorem are Tate duality and

LEMMA 2.2: Suppose 03A6 is a finite extension
ramified extension of 03A6 with G(03A6~/03A6) ~

and 03A6~ Un03A6n is a
1.
Let G be a formal
d
of height 2. Then

of Op,

=

Zdp,

group

where

defined over the ring of integers of (D,

denotes the maximal ideal of 03A6n endowed with the group
induced by G, and Nn denotes the norm map from G(4)n) to

G(4)n)

structure

G(03A6).
For the
fields 03A6n

proof of this lemma see [14] Lemma 3.7 or [10]. If we label the
so [03A6n : 03A6= p n d, one can show by brute force using the

logarithm

map of G that

where h is the

height of

G and

c

is

a

constant

independent of

n.
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THEOREM 2.1: The description of G(F/F) given by (1) shows
find a finite extension Mo of F contained in M~ so that
1 or 2. By choosing Mo large enough we may also
G(M~/M0) ~
assume that each prime of Mo above p is totally ramified in Mooi Mo.
Write M~ = UnMn.
Let F denote the set of primes of Mo lying above p. Then every
e
P sP has a unique extension to each Mn and we will write Mn,p for the
completion of Mn at that prime.
For each n we have an exact sequence
PROOF

that

oF

we can

7L;, d

=

show III(M~) ill’(Moo) it clearly will suffice to show that
is 0 for every p ~P.
the p-part of lim
By Tate duality [17], lim H1(E/Mn,p) is dual to lim E(Mn,p) where
the inverse limit is taken with respect to the norm maps on E(Mn,p). Our
assumptions on p insure that E has good supersingular reduction at p
so it follows that the p-part of lim H1(E/Mn,p) is dual to lim E1(Mn,p),
where E1(Mn,p) denotes the kernel of reduction modulo p in E(MI1,P).
Write E for the formal group over Mo, , giving the kernel of reduction
mod p on E. Then E(Mn,p) ~ EI(Mn,p) for every n, and E has height 2
since (using supersingular reduction again) E(M0,p)p = El (Mo, p) p has p 2
elements. Therefore
so

by (5)

to

=

Hl(EIMn,p)

Lemma 2.2. This proves
S(M~) S’(M~) as well.

by

III(M~) III’(M~)
=

and it follows that

=

above shows III(M~) III’(M~) by showing that
H1(E/Mn) becomes locally trivial at all primes above p
when restricted to H1(E/M~). Unfortunately this says nothing about the
size of III’(Mn)/III(Mn) for individual n. More precisely, we have
"bounded" III’(Mn)/III(Mn) by
For each n,
has a subgroup isomorphic to
but
still
REMARK: The
any cocycle in

proof

~p~p H1(E/Mn,p)

The
and

=

~p~p H1(E/Mn,p).
(Qp/Zp)[Mn:Q],

happen with III’(Mn)/III(Mn): it could be
with n, while still III’(M~) III(M~).

same can

larger

=

growing larger
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In this section

§3.

Iwasawa theory and the results of the previous
the size of the Selmer group. We first introduce

we use

sections to study
notation.
For any (9,-module

two

some

If A is
define

a

module

rankR
and if

A

=

A

we

over an

dimk

A

define

domain R with field of fractions k

integral

~Rk,

ap c R

corankR

A

=

rankR

Dual

(A).

Let

be the decomposition given by (1), and F~ = F0394 the unique
of F inside F. If M is any extension of F inside F let A (M) denote the
Iwasawa algebra Op[[G(M/F)]], i.e.

ll p-extension

with the inverse limit taken over finite extensions L of F contained in M.
If G(M/F) ~
then A ( M ) is isomorphic to the ring of formal power
series in d variables over (9p.
Recall 9N is the maximal abelian p-extension of à unramified
outside primes above p, and X = G(M/F). Let

Zdp

so

and X( -1) is a A(S)-module. The
theorem of Greenberg.
THEOREM 3.1:

following is a slight modification of a

X(-1)° is a finitely generated A(F~)-module

rank(F~)X(-1)0394 = [F:K].

and
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PROOF:

[6].

COROLLARY

3.2 :

Corank039B(F~)S’(F~) = corank039B(F~)S(F~) =
corank A (F ) E (F,,,,) 0 Qp/Zp + corank039B(F~)IIII(F~) = [F: KJ.
PROOF: The first

equality follows from Theorem 2.1,

the second from

(3).

By Proposition 1.2,

so

corank039B(F~)S’(F~) = rank039B(F~)X(-1)0394 = [F: K].

COROLLARY 3.3:

If M~ is any Zp-extension of Fin Foo

finitely generated 039B(M~)-module

then

Dual(S(M~))

and

corank039B(M~)S(M~) =
corank039B(M~)E(M~) ~ Qp/Zp + corank039B(M~)III(M~) [ F : K].
is a

PROOF: Let y be a topological generator of G(F~/M~). Then (M~) =
(F~)/(03B3 - 1(F~). By Proposition 1.2 and Theorem 2.1,

so

Now the

corollary follows

from Theorem 3.1 and

Since

(M~) Op[[T]]

in

=

COROLLARY 3.4:

Corollary

3.3

we

Corollary

conclude

3.2.

immediately:

If M~ ~n Mn is any Zp-extension of F in Foo
limn ~ ~ rankz E(Mn) = oc or limn ~ ~#(III(Mn))= oo.
In

§6

we

=

give examples

of both of these

then either

phenomena.

REMARK: It is tempting to try to strengthen the conclusions of Corollary
3.4 to say something about the rate of growth of E(Mn) and III( Mn ).
to rmember that our results about S(M~) tell
about
nothing quantitative
S(Mn), but rather about S’(MI1). For
if
example, corank039B(M~)E(M~) ~ Qp/Zp &#x3E; 0 then corankop(E(M~) ~
F ], but this does not imply that
can be much larger than
because
[ Mn : F
if
and
§§5
6). Similarly corank039B(M~)III(M~) &#x3E; 0
E(Mn) 0 CDP/Zp (see

However, it is important

us

Qp/Zp)G(M~/Mn) [ Mn :
(E(M~) ~ Qp/Zp)G(M~/Mn)

rankoE(Mn)
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then III(M~)G(M~/Mn) will be infinite, but ill(MI1) can be much smaller
than III(M~)G(M~/Mn). Corollary 3.4 seems to be all one can say a priori.
For some partial results in these directions see Theorem 5.2 and Corollary
5.3.

§4.

For any finite abelian Galois group G let

and let R Op[03BC#(G)] and k
x E G define

=

=

Then

so

in

one

Kp(03BC#(G)). If A

is any

C9p[G]-module and

checks that

particular

For this section and §5 we suppose that E is defined over K, and that
a finite abelian extension of K. We wish to investigate the difference
between S(L) and S’(L). Our starting point will be the following
theorem of Bashmakov (see also Cassels [2]).

L is

THOEREM 4.1:

[18]. Suppose

that

ill(L)

is finite. Then

where El (L 0 K Kp) denotes the kernel of reduction modulo p in E ( L 0 K Kp)
and E1 (L) denotes the closure of E(L) ~ El ( L 0 K Kp) inside El ( L ~kKp).
For the rest of this section write G G(L/K). If X E
X-1. We will deduce from Theorem 4.1 the following.
=

THEOREM 4.2:

Suppose HI(L)

rank R Dual(S’(L))x 2,

is finite.

G

write X for

If XE G and

then

rankR(E(L) 0 Zp)x

=

rankR

Dual(S(L))x = rankR Dual(S’(L»
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To prove this theorem

LEMMA 4.3:

we

need two lemmas.

If A is a finitely-generated Op[G]-module

X ~

and

then

rankR Ax rankR Dual( A ~ Qp/Zp)x.
=

ranklDpA rankop Dual( A ~ Qp/Zp), by (9) it will suffice
x E G,

PROOF: Since
to show that for all

=

G choose a free R-submodule Bx of Ax
rank R Bx rank R A x, and set B (D Bx c A (&#x26; 0pR. By (8),
A
~ op k so we get a surjective map
For each X E
=

and

a

=

such that
B

0 Op

=

corresponding injection

This map sends

Dual(A ~ Qp/Zp)x into Dual(Bx ~ Qp/Zp) so rank,
rank, Dual(B. 0 QPIZP) rankR Bx =

Dual(A ~ Qp/Zp)x

=

rankR Ax.
REMARK: If G is infinite then Lemma 4.3 is false. In

examples (with L/K infinite)
rank R Dual(E(L) ~ Qp/Zp)x &#x3E; 0.
LEMMA 4.4: Fix x
0 ( where E1(L) is

where

§5

we

will

rankR(E(L) ~ Zp)x = 0

E G. If rankR(E(L) ~ Zp)x &#x3E; 0
as defined in Theorem 4.2).

then

see

but

rankRE1(L)x &#x3E;

PROOF: Suppose rankR(E(L) ~ Zp)x 0, or equivalently (E(L) ~ Qp)x
~ 0. Fix an embedding of K into Kp. Since the endomorphisms of
E(L) ~ Q induced by elements of G are simultaneously diagonalizable
over K, we can in fact find a nonzero 03BD ~E(L) ~o K with 03BD03C3 = X(03C3)03BD
for all 0" E G. It follows from a theorem of Bertand [1] that the map

is injective
element of

thus the image of v is
and rank RE1(L)x &#x3E; 0.

(see also [15] Corollary 7.3);

E1(L)x ~R Kp

a nonzero
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PROOF

OF

THEOREM 4.2: We have

where the first equality comes from (3) and our assumption that M(L) is
finite, and the second from Lemma 4.3 applied to E(L) ~ Zp.
By a theorem of Lutz [11] E( L ~kKp) has a subgroup of finite index
which is isomorphic (as a G-module) to (9p[G]. In particular, for each

xE G

Combining this

with Theorem 4.1

yields

Thus if rankR Dual(S’(L))x 2, then rankR Dual(S(L))x 1 so by (11)
1. Now (11) and (12) for the character X
and Lemma 4.4
prove the theorem.

rankRE1(L)x

REMARK: Theorem 4.2 shows some of the difficulty in obtaining information about S(L) from S’(L) or from the A(FocJ-module X to which
S’(L) is related by Proposition 1.2. For example in both of the two most
common cases rankoE(K) = 0 or 1 we have
1. Thus
the Mordell-Weil group does not "appear" in X unless rankoE(K) 2.

corankopS’(K)

suppose that E is defined
p-extension of K inside K(Epoo)’ with

§5. We still

Z

LEMMA 5.1:

rankR

If X is a

character

K. Let

=

M~ ~n Mn be any
[ Mn : K]= p n. Write A 039B(M~).
over

of G(Mn/K)

=

=

then

Dual(S’(Mn))X-

= rankR(Dual(S’(M~)) ~ 039BOp[G(Mn/K)])x.
PROOF:

By Proposition 1.2,

rankr

Dual(S’(Mn))x rankR Dual(S’(M~)G(M~/Mn))x.
=
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But if

and

we

write y for

a

topological generator of G( Mooi MI1)’

039B/(03B3 - 1) 039B ~ Op[G(Mn/K)].

THEOREM 5.2: Let M~ ~nMn be as above, and let r corankAS(Moo).
(i) There is an integer N such that if n &#x3E; N and X is a character of
G(MooIK) of conductor pn then
=

=

rankR Dual(S’(Mn)x r.
(ii) Suppose r 2. For
III(Mn) is finite then

any

n

and any character X

of G(Mn/K), if

rankR Dual(S(Mn))x = rankR(E(Mn) ~ Zp)x r.
PROOF: Since

Dual(S(M~) = Dual(S’(M~))

is

(Corollary 3.3)

A-module of rank

exact sequence

r we

0 ~ 039Br ~ Dual(S’(M~)) ~ W

have

an

a

finitely generated

(13)

~ 0

with a finitely generated torsion A-module W.
W is finite.
for such modules,
For each n define

By the

structure theorem

rankop

Then Z1 ~ Z2 ~ ... ; to prove (i) we need
bounded independent of n.
From (13) we get the exact sequence

so

taking eigenspaces

and

applying

only

Lemma 5.1

show that

#(Zn)

is

we see

rankR Dual(S’(Mn))x r + rankR(W ~ 039BOp[G(Mn/K)])x.
It follows that

rankR(W ~ 039BOp[G(Mn/K)])x 1

particular using (9)

This proves

(i).

we

conclu de

for all

x ~ Zn,

so

in

248

It follows from the classification theorem for finitely generated Amodules that for any n, Dual(S’(M~)) ~ 039BOp[G(Mn/K)] has a submodule isomorphic to (Op[G(Mn/K)])r. Therefore for any character X of

G(Mn/K),

rankR Dual(S’(Mn))x r
by Lemma 5.1. Now if r
4.2 to prove (ii).
COROLLARY 5.3:

1.

2 and

Suppose III(Mn)

III(Mn)

is finite

we can

apply

theorem

is finite for all

If corank039B(E(M~) ~ Qp/Zp) &#x3E; 0

then

n. Then corankAill(Moo)
corank039BI1I(M~) 0.
=

PROOF: Write r = corank039BS(M~). If either assertion is false then r
and we can apply theorem 5.2(ii) to conclude

for all

n.

2

It is not hard to show that the map

has finite kernel, so
rp" for every
n as well. Appealing again to the classification theorem for finitely
generated A-modules it follows that

corankOp(E(M~) ~ Qp/Zp)G(M~/Mn)

so

corank039BIII(M~)

=

0. This proves the

corollary.

§6. Examples and applications
For this section we take E to be an elliptic curve over 0 with complex
multiplication by the imaginary quadratic field K, and p an odd prime
of good reduction which remains prime in K. We will study the behavior
of E in two special
cyclotomic Zp-extension
1. anticyclotomic
p-extensions of 1.K--the
and
the
p-extension K-~, which is the
K+~ ~ K(03BCp ~)
unique Zp-extension inside K(E~) such that K-~ is Galois over 0 and
G(K/Q) acts nontrivially on G(K-~/K).
I.

Cyclotomic Zp-extension

THEOREM 6.1: With notation as

above,
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PROOF: The first equality follows from a result proved in some cases by
Wiles and the author [16] and in general by Rohrlich [13], which states
that E(K+~) is finitely generated over 7L. The second assertion now
follows from Corollary 3.3.

REMARK: Obviously one would have a similar result for any 7L p-extension
M~ of K such that E(M~) is finitely generated.
Il.

Anticyclotomic 7L p -extension

It follows from recent work of Greenberg [7], Gross-Zagier [8] and
Rohrlich [12] that rankz E(K-~) is infinite. More precisely, let w ± 1 be
the sign in the functional equation of the L-function of E over Q.
=

THEOREM 6.2:

If n is sufficiently large
character 01 conductor pn then

PROOF:

and x:

G(K-~/K) ~ K p is a

[7), [8], [12] for (i) and [7], [12], [15] for (ii).

COROLLARY 6.3 : corank039B(E(K-~) ~
all n, then corankA(E(K-) 0 Qp/Zp)

Qp/Zp)
=

1 and

1.

If III(K-n) is finite for
corank039BIII(K-~) 0.
=

PROOF: Since

rankzE(K-~) is infinite and Dual(E(K-~) ~ Qp/Zp) is a
finitely generated A-module, we have corank039B(E(K-~) ~ Qp/Zp) 1. If
IH(K-) is finite for every n and corank039BS(K-~) 2, then Theorem 5.2(ii)
would contradict Theorem 6.2(ii), so we must have corank039BS(K-~) 1,
and the second assertion now follows from the definition (3) of the
=

Selmer group.
COROLLARY 6.4: Suppose III(K-n) is finite for all n. Then equality holds in
Theorem 6.2(i): if n is sufficiently large, (-1)n ~ w and X is a character of
conductor pn then

rankR(E(K-n) ~ Zp)x &#x3E; 1 then Lemma 4.3 shows
rankR Dual(S(K-n))x &#x3E; 1. By Theorem 5.2(i) and Corollary 6.3,
PROOF:

happen if the conductor of X
completes the proof.

cannot

6.2

If

is

sufficiently large.

that
this
Now Theorem
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